The will to win, the desire to succeed, the
urge to reach your full potential... these
are the keys that will unlock the door to
personal excellence.

-Confucious

Live Upcoming Webinar
Communication Mistakes Only Really
Really Smart or Bust People Make
Intelligent busy people sometimes cut corners when it
comes to workplace relationships. Are you a degreed
professional, devoted scholar and researcher, or just a
superior smart cookie? You might have been rewarded
for brilliant ideas, big grants, and amazing...Continue
reading →

What Successful People Do
Have a written plan; refer to it often.
Focus their efforts on one thing.
Delay gratification; keep on track.
Build and maintain a great team.
Practice thrift; save and invest.
Cultivate mentors; listen and learn.
Earn trust and respect; keep promises.

Rent a Recorded Webinar
How Six Teaching Models Can Benefit You
and Your Students
Inspired by the work of Elliot Eisner (Conflicting
Conceptions of Curriculum, 1974), we can understand
our choices as teachers and trainers as representing
different sets of beliefs and values. The five (plus one)
orientations that Eisner describes can explain some of
the conflicts among...Continue reading →

Visit the Siera Calendar for 2016
Looking for a live webinar or in-person program on a
particular date? Curious what training topics and
formats are popular? Checking out where we are
going to be in coming months? The Siera calendar
provides information and inspiration for educators and
adult learners. Updated weekly...(See calendar)

Featured Library Topic
Engaging Library Outreach to Undeserved
Communities
Your library’s underserved communities could include
groups of people who share the same age range,
ethnicity, gender, level of education, socioeconomic
status, or where they live in your community. Once you
have identified who you need to ...Continue reading →

Three Lies to Eliminate to Start Living up
to Your Potential
Not that I didn’t get any results from chanting “You
are so not living up to your full potential!” while getting
out of bed, driving to work, doing the dishes, and
combing my hair. Any time was a great time to remind
myself. So I didn’t waste a...Continue reading→
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